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The Sheldon Theatre entertains, educates, and enlightens the community and its visitors
through the transformative power of the performing arts.

Overview of the Sheldon Staff:
The Sheldon,

full strength,

full time staff members, along with 72 casual
employees who, during normal programming, work in Front ofHouse( box office, lobby
at

consists of

management) and backstage.

Core

staff includes( newlynon- Interim)

Executive& Artistic

Director Jeff Larson, Associate Director- Marketing& Communications Brenda Stewart,
Associate Director-Development&

Community Relations Samantha Whipple, Director of

Production Russell Johnson, and Audience Services Manager Leah Adams.

Accomplishments in 2021 :

Reopening

Performing arts venues throughout the country spent 2020 and early 2027 hunkered down and
waiting for COVID to end. The Sheldon staffdid not, betting on a full reopening in Fall of2027
and working tirelessly to make it happen. The effort paid off,and we announced a full upcoming
season in May, as usual, and executed a phased reopening months ahead ofmost other venues
while following every appropriate COVID protocol. After a summer of virtual and reduced
capacity shows, the 2027-22 season opened in midSeptember as planned.

Reopening Phases
Spring:

Supported artists and the community by exploring and offering art through digital
platforms.

Partnered with Red Wing Schools to offer a weekly arts curriculum that includes
videos on puppetry, dance, acting, improvisation, and opera
Provided a virtual preview announcement to open season ticket purchases for 20212022
June: First live

performance at

50% capacity

July: Open at full capacity
September: 2021- 2022 season kick-off to enthusiastic audiences. Season package
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sales on par with sales in 2019- 2020.

Continued Financial Stability
With the help of considerable community support and Federal Shuttered Venues funding, we
were able in 2027 to plan for the future, pay offa City loan from our 2078 renovation, keep our
staff fully employed through the tail end of the COVID lockdown, and institute several
operational, infrastructure, and marketing upgrades while achieving a budget surplus of over
70,000.

New Partnerships, and a New Programming Focus

The con ventional programming model for venues like the Sheldon is to look outward for artists
to bring in, and then market them to an audience who may ha ve ne ver heard of them. This year,
we looked much closer to home by partnering with local organizations to ask ' what ha ve you
always wanted

to see at the Sheldon?" After a successful pilot in 2027 where we worked with

Hispanic Outreach to bring the New York-based all-female Mariachi band Flor de Toloache to
Red Wing, we're reaching out to high school student groups, the Sister Cities Commission, and
the Prairie Island Tribal Council for future programming ideas.
Improved Accessibility
While the Sheldon was closed for con ventional onstage performances, staff explored ways for

the theater to continue to better serve our audience and remove barriers tojoining us at the
theater. As we reopened, we launched a simplified and streamlined website and improved
access forpeople with disabilities with a newAmerican Sign Language interpreter service and

large print programs ate very show. We also improved financial accessibility by introducing
steeply discounted rush tickets on the day ofmost shows.
Process & Technical improvements

After making it through COVID with our finances intact, we were able to use pandemic recovery
funding to look ahead and make key in vestments in the theater, including a new laser video
projector for impro ved visuals and to wer maintenance, badly needed office furniture for the full
staff,a switch to more secure( and lower cost)payment systems for ticketing and concessions,
and a trial of professional bartending service to speed up the lines in the lobby.

Staffing Transitions
In March

of 2027

Jeff Larsonjoined the Sheldon

as permanent

Executive& Artistic Director after

a year in the role as interim, and we filled the open Associate Director- Development&

Community Relations role with Samantha Whipple, who grew up performing on the Sheldon

stage and is a brilliant addition to the team. With reopening, we hired new Production
Technicians, Box Office Associates, and House Managers to bring us back to full force.
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SUMMARY

The Sheldon continues to be in a financial and artistic position that is the envy of performing
arts venues across North America, fully reopened and able to look ahead to future growth in
audience size, community impact, and artistic ambition. This is due, in part, to the unique and
vibrant public- private partnership which leverages support and enthusiasm from diverse
stakeholders. The result is a Sheldon that is moving confidently into bolder, more impactful,
community-centered programming that sets it and Red Wing apart as a leader in small- town,
Midwest performance presenting.
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